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is how Finns listen 2023, Nepa







* The amount of audio advertising on social media is based on the media agency’s 

estimate that approximately 55% of all social media advertising contains audio.
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45% 

increase in digital advertising of radio as the largest media group.

https://radioplay.fi/radio-nova/


https://odeeo.io/




Will there be a sound if a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to hear it? And will there be an impact if your marketing message does not address the target audience?

The answer to both is obvious. The answer to the ancient Buddhist riddle was found by researchers of the human sensory system, and the latter has been witnessed by us 

all – either as marketers or consumers. There is too much stale advertising.

So, what can you do to make advertising effective? Basically, all advertising is unwanted, so if you’re going to crash a party, it’s best to bring some champagne with you. The 

words of Bob Thacker, former Chief Marketing Officer of OfficeMax, apply not only to traditional advertising but also to content marketing: you have to impress and invest 

in quality. And when it comes to audio content connections with audio influencers, it is a good idea to reserve two bottles. Nothing bloodstains the ear canals as badly as a 

commercial content message that sounds ingenuine.



What does an impressive audio content collaboration consist of? For the past few years, I 

have been writing and talking to our customers about the formula for effectiveness. In 

short: creative idea x reach x audio influencer content x multi-channel distribution and 

implementation. The functionality of the formula has been proven in practice several 

times, but if the doctrine had to choose the element that most affects the end result, it 

would be the audio influencers and their content.

Why is its role so important? When you jump from advertising breaks to content, the 

currency changes as well. CPTs, LTRs, and terpts are important, but when it comes to 

impressive content, the metric is memorability. What kind of experience does the listener 

have? What kind of impressions does the content create, and what kinds of messages that 

affect activity and behaviour change are generated by the audio influencers of radio 

programmes and podcasts? 

The important thing is not to think about what a marketer wants to say through audio 

influencers, but what your target audience would like to hear. 

It is the essence of recall and impact.

In order to create memories and impact, audiences should be taken to places they’ve 

never been before. Here, audio and audio influencers have a big opportunity. With the 

help of audio storytelling, the target audience can be transported to the worlds we want 

in a familiar company. 

When a new topic is presented by a favourite audio influencer, it is easier to internalise the 

topic thanks to the trust that has already been created.

One of the experts in the subject area is Talent Coach Anssi Honkanen, who coaches 

Bauer Media’s content creators and delves into impressive speechcommunication in more 

depth in his own writing titled Puheviestinnän taito on supervoima (“The skill of voice 

communication is a superpower”). When asked about the effectiveness of commercial 

audio content, he highlights the concept of the emotional level. What kind of emotional 

level programme creators create for their listeners, and how is that emotional flow 

maintained throughout the programme? In this case, commercial content must also fit in 

this same stream, so that the listener’s flow and emotional level does not break. 

https://www.bauermedia.fi/audio2023/vaikuttavuuden-kaava-ei-muuttunut-vaikka-ymparoiva-maailma-muuttui


Sounds easy, but what explains the effectiveness? Why do radio station and podcast hosts 

influence our behaviour and opinions so strongly? One of the reasons is the intimate 

nature of audio as a media. On audio platforms, people communicate with people from 

the same level. An audio influencer is like a good friend; a trustworthy and funny pal who 

can genuinely listen. And even if it’s been a while since your last encounter, you always 

know what to expect from the other. 

In digital audio, this effect is amplified by headphone listening. An undisturbed and 

personal media consumption experience is also included in the follow-up studies of the 

campaigns, both due to the increase in attention value and purchase intent.

Let’s go back to the original riddle of a tree falling alone in the forest. The topic is 

interestingly discussed by Joni Martikainen in his book titled Älä usko kaikkea mitä 

ajattelet (“Don’t Believe Everything You Think”). Sound does not exist in a reality outside 

the human perception system. There are only pressure wave changes in the atmosphere, 

from which the brain creates a simulation. If there is no one to hear, there is also no sound.

The same goes for influencing with audio – make sure your story is heard and 

remembered.
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Lauri Domnick

https://www.bauermedia.fi/lounge/radion-uusi-tekoalypohjainen-innovaatio-parantaa-liikenneturvallisuutta
https://www.bauermedia.fi/lounge/radion-uusi-tekoalypohjainen-innovaatio-parantaa-liikenneturvallisuutta
https://www.bauermedia.fi/lounge/audio-tekoaly-markkinoijan-uusi-mahdollisuus




https://themostbeautifulsound.org/home
https://vimeo.com/838194723
https://www.thestable.com.au/klick-health-the-worlds-first-ai-healthcare-radio-station-helps-surgeons-perform-better/
https://www.thestable.com.au/klick-health-the-worlds-first-ai-healthcare-radio-station-helps-surgeons-perform-better/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRH2199rS9Q


https://www.dandad.org/awards/professional/2023/237509/mercado-livre-files-of-freedom/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqhp-Pf_YKg


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lY6-VBCEr_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lY6-VBCEr_o
https://www.adforum.com/creative-work/ad/player/34677151/boss-face-sticker/halls
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